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FREE automated email distribution list, simply visit www.wainhouse.com/bulletin.  
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New Flagship WebCam from Logitech  
Switzerland-based, consumer-and-PC-electronics technology goliath Logitech has unveiled the 
company´s new flagship QuickCam Ultra Vision webcam (USA MSRP $129.99) featuring 

improved precision, 5-element glass optics, low 1.6 f-stop (large lenses) 
packaging for low light situations (cubicles and offices) and twice the image 
clarity with improved focus operations.  The camera is part of the company’s 
assault on the IP (read Internet) communications market and, while intended 
for consumers, the new device (as is the case with many of the company’s 
other products) will likely impact the enterprise as well since webcams are part 
of the strategy of virtually every vendor in the enterprise space.  Ultra Vision 
includes a built-in microphone while each edge of the cylinder features a 

button — one that launches a mirror video window so that people can check their image before 
they engage in a video call, and the other to take quick snapshots. The webcam also features a 
soft-blue back-lighted ring that illuminates when the camera is active. 
QuickCam Ultra Vision introduces Logitech’s trademarked RightLight 2 Technology, a system 
of hardware and software technologies that intelligently optimizes video settings in low-light 
and uneven lighting environments, such as when a window creates harsh back- or side-lighting. 
The technology automatically adjusts for these conditions, helping to improve the overall video 
experience. The technology is an enhancement of Logitech´s first-generation RightLight 
Technology, which corrects for dim lighting conditions only.  Logitech´s new webcam also 
features a premium 1.3 megapixel sensor and supports the High-Definition (HD) video format, 
allowing people to create video clips and watch them in a wide-screen format.  
In related news, the company has upgraded many of its numerous other webcams and tightened 
software integration with a range of video IM applications, including Skype Video, Windows 
Live Messenger, Yahoo! Messenger, and AOL Instant Messenger. 
Logitech also announced last week the EasyCall Desktop, a combination package with a 
wireless keyboard and mouse, full-duplex speakerphone with proprietary RightSound 
Technology echo cancellation, and a headset for situations requiring privacy.  (USA MSRP 

$129.99) The speakerphone acts as the control center for Internet 
calling with volume up and down, mute, call pick-up, and call 
hang-up buttons.  A full communications panel on the keyboard 
provides people with the ability to launch Internet communications 
applications, easily change their online status, and make and accept 
calls. Speed-dialing controls offer one-touch calling and can be 
used with either PSTN numbers or IP addresses. The product is 
optimized for use with Internet calling applications.  Interestingly, 
while the product can be used with any Internet service, it is being 
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shipped with tighter integration (read seamless) with AOL in North America and with tighter 
integration with Skype in Europe.   The keyboard also offers one-touch access to applications 
such as e-mail and a Web browser, and a media panel makes it easy to control digital music.  
The cordless mouse features Logitech´s high-performance laser technology for improved 
precision and control on virtually any surface.  
Some Comments: 
I had a chance last week to meet with senior executives from Logitech.  The company is 
celebrating its 25th anniversary.  What a long, innovative, and successful stretch it’s been.  
Compound annual growth in revenues over that long stretch is an incredible 25% (per year), but 
it hasn’t always been so smooth. The company has gone through several phases on its way from 
zero to near $2 billion in sales and you have to credit astute management here. 

1. Perfecting the mouse: Lots of R&D into electromechanical and microcontroller development 
but little market demand from enterprises with command-line interface software. 

2. The PC begins to move into the home environment and consumers begin to appreciate PC 
peripherals. Windows appears with its use of the mouse. Logitech introduces PhotoMan, 
AudioMan, Scanners, SoundMan, and VideoMan, NONE of which were commercially 
successful. 

3. The Internet age begins; PC becomes mainstream home device; broadband starts to become 
widely available.  USB evolves to be standardized and commonplace, making PC peripheral 
support much easier for users.  Company introduces cordless products, webcams, audio devices, 
and gaming peripherals.  Sales skyrocket. 
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4. Company looks toward Internet communications and digital home entertainment systems (as 
well as gaming and iPODs) to drive continued growth.  
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One of the astonishing factoids to come out of my meeting was the wide range of the 
company’s webcam product line.  The company has webcams for just about any consumer 
market and as many readers are aware, webcams for notebooks that are widely used by 
enterprise workers and road warriors.  Not all webcams are available in all distribution channels 
or geographies.  Logitech also sells some cameras on an OEM basis as well as private label 
through some retail channels.  The chart below gives an instant overview of the extensive 
product line, with a note on what is new and what has been updated.  Logitech’s retail video 
sales have been growing at about 29% per year over the past seven years, but the company 



believes that video is deployed on only 10% of the installed PC base today, leaving lots of room 
for growth.   Putting together some other figures from the company, it appears that Logitech 
shipped about 10,000,000 webcams in the past year.  The company tracks the market in North 
America, Europe and Japan (not China or AsiaPac) and believes in those territories it has about 
a 55% share of market. 

 

Finally, a look at all the different markets that Logitech is currently playing shows that video 
and webcams are important to the company, generating roughly $280 million of the company’s 
$1.8 billion in sales this year.  The Logitech portfolio ranges far and wide, making the breadth 
of just the webcam product line even that more impressive.   
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The Wainhouse Research Bulletin would like 
you to join us in thanking our 2006 sponsors 
who help keep distribution of the WRB free: 

Aethra LifeSize
AGT MVC

Avistar RADVISION
Codian SPL

Compunetix Sony
Convoq TANDBERG

DSTMedia Ubiquity
Huawei Visual Nexus
inSORS WebDialogs

Konftel AB Wire One

 

The fine print: Sponsorship of the WR Bulletin in no 
way implies that our sponsors endorse the opinions 
expressed in the WRB. Nor does it imply that the 
Bulletin endorses their products or services. We 

remain an equal opportunity critic. 

http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.aethra.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.lifesize.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.appliedglobal.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.mvc-ag.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.avistar.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.radvision.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.codian.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.splis.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.compunetix.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.sony.com/videoconference
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.convoq.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.tandberg.net
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.dstmedia.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.ubiquitysoftware.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.huawei.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.visualnexus.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.insors.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.webdialogs.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.konftel.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/redirect/redirect.cfm?page=www.wireone.com
http://www.wainhouse.com/bulletin/sponsorship.html


 

 VideoMetrics Survey Results 
We’ve recently published our first 
videometrics survey on videoconferencing 
and unified communications deployments.  
The graph to the left shows how 300 end 
users responded to the question of how 
many group videoconferencing systems are 
deployed worldwide in their companies.  
The bimodal distribution is one we have 
seen every year with almost 30% of the 
respondents indicating 1-10 systems, and 
another 30% claiming over 50 systems.  For 
details on the full report, contact Sara Fargo, 

sfargo@wainhouse.com.  Two more of our respondents chosen at random have been sent their 
$50 gift certificates to amazon.com; they are JonN at M&M Mars and SheilaC and FNAL(gov).  

Group Video Systems Deployed Worldwide
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News in Brief 
 Free Conferencing Corporation of America announced a new, easy to use conferencing service 

dubbed SimpleEvent that allows a conference organizer to add up to 96 speakers and/or 
panelists, while simultaneously having up to 1,000 “listen-only” participants attend a 
conference call.  Additional features of the service include unlimited call duration, a private 
moderator sub-conference line, an online account management tool, listen-only mode 
supporting thousands of listeners, and international access. 

 For those of you who thought Crinia was an Australian frog, 
Crinia Corporation is asking you to think again …. the 
company has introduced an unusual wireless conference room 
speakerphone.  The intelligent system consists of a wireless 
voice receiver and transmitter (the Comm Tower), a touch 
screen remote control handset that doubles as a handset, and a 
recharging base station. Advanced acoustic technology built 
into CRINIA means that sound from multiple sources can be 
received and transmitted concurrently with optimum clarity 
adapting to any surrounding environment. CRINIA also 
features call recording (supported by inbuilt flash memory), 
single and multi-user wireless configurations, a touch screen 
remote control handset, and wireless expandability.  Four microphones are equally spaced 
around the base of the Comm Tower. The signals from the four microphones are combined 
using multiple fixed beam formers, each of which listens to sound arriving from a different 
direction. The voice receiver then automatically identifies and isolates the direction of the 
loudest speech signal and reduces the level of sound arriving from other directions; resulting in 
lower background noise levels for listeners at the other end of the telephone line. 

 Verizon Business has launched a high definition digital video transport service for broadcast 
and entertainment companies and other businesses in 13 Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states.  
The new service, Hi-Def DVTS, addresses a need to cost-effectively transport video content 
without the use of costly compression equipment and without affecting the quality of the video. 
The service is available in NY, NJ, CT, DE, ME, MD, MA, NH, PA, RI, VA, WV, and VT. 

 ACT Teleconferencing announced second quarter revenues of $13.7 million.  For the same 
quarter in 2005 revenues were $13.2 million.   
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 Genesys Conferencing reported revenues of 35.9 million Euros, compared to 36.2 million Euros 
in the same quarter last year. In U.S. dollars, revenue was $45.1 million compared to $45.6 
million in the second quarter of 2005.  In Q2-06, total volume increased to 569.5 million 
minutes compared to 510.5 million minutes in Q2-05.  On a sequential basis, total volume 
increased by an additional 17.3 million minutes. Genesys Meeting Center volume increased to 
534.6 million minutes, of which over 68.0% was generated under the Multimedia Minute 
program. 

 Justice Digital Solutions has selected Polycom as its video platform partner for the national 
launch of its Curiax Arraigner digital arraignment solution.  Curiax Arraigner is a solution that 
tracks and records all prisoner case information – audio, video, documents, evidence, and 
electronic signatures into a digital case file that provides efficient processing from booking 
through arraignment and eliminates the inherent dangers associated with prisoner transport.  

CSP Summit Co-locates with Fall VON  
Impact on CSP industry of free conference services, Skype to be discussed 

Using a new format this year, the fourth annual CSP Summit will be 
co-located with Fall VON, taking place in Boston.  The CSP Summit 
will be 13-14 September, Agenda details and registration 
information are available at www.pulver.com/csp.  This year’s CSP 
Summit is sponsored by Avaya, Compunetix, Convedia, Pactolus, 
Polycom, Ubiquity, Vapps, and WebDialogs.  

IMPORTANT UPDATE:  We have arranged with the organizers of the VON show for special 
priority pricing for the Wainhouse Research community.  Friends and family of Wainhouse 
Research can use priority code WAINHOUSE during the on-line registration for VON and 
receive a 50% discount off the published price of admission.  For groups of 3 or more, you can 
use a downloadable FAX form on the registration page and get a price of $299 per person, an 
incredible savings. 

People & Places 
Cantata Technology, Mike Chapman, Director Product Management 
ClearOne Communications, Marthes Solamuthu, VP operations 
Paltalk, Joel Smernoff, President and CEO, Matthew Gore, VP Marketing 

Conferencing & Collaboration Event Calendar 
WHEN & WHERE WHAT & WHO 

The Vital Role of Web Conferencing in SME’s 
WR’s Alan Greenberg presenting (sponsored by Citrix) 2006-August 29, 2pm EDT, Web Seminar 

Wainhouse Research CSP Summit
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Visit www.wrplatinum.com

WR’s on-line content subscription service 
that provides individualized  

in-depth information and analysis  
on conferencing and collaboration 

2006-September 13-14, Boston, MA  – 2006 
Co-located with Fall VON  

2006-September 25-26, Westchester, NY  Point Nine Peer Networking Forum
2006-October 11-12, Munich, Germany Point Nine Peer Networking Forum
2006-October 22-25, Orlando, FL Polycom User Group Annual Conference 
2007-June 5-6-7, San Francisco, CA Wainhouse Research Summit – 2007 

http://www.wainhouse.com/cspsummit
http://www.pulver.com/csp
https://secure.pulver.com/csp/WR-cspsummit06-GROUP-regform.pdf
https://www.gotomeeting.com/s/082906/wainhouse
http://www.pulver.com/csp
mailto:richard@wainhouse.com
mailto:richard@wainhouse.com
http://www.pug.com/
http://www.wrplatinum.com/


Letters to the Editor 
Andrew:    
In the Bulletin of August 14th, when discussing Radvision and LifeSize, some mentions were 
made of Codian which are not entirely accurate.  Not only does the Codian MCU offer support 
for HD video (720p h.264) with LifeSize endpoints today, but this was demonstrated in front of 
300 people at the Wainhouse Research Summit in July 2006.  Codian remains “endpoint 
agnostic” rather that being tied to any specific endpoint, and prides itself on being able to take 
advantage of the best features of each vendors equipment. 
Codian is the only MCU which can support HD Video to both TANDBERG and LifeSize 
endpoints even when older devices, or desktop clients, which are limited to CIF, H.263 or low 
bandwidth are present in the conference. The Codian MCU is the only MCU which can support 
Continuous Presence when sending High Definition video. It is also the only MCU which 
supports all 3 industry standard High Definition audio codecs simultaneously, they are AAC-
LD (Tandberg), AAC-LC (Sony), and Siren14 (Polycom). 
The Press Release made 14 months ago remains true today, Codian and LifeSize are continuing 
to co-operate on High Definition video, we have several joint customers in the Fortune 500 
space, both companies have committed to improving the functionality between our products in 
future versions.  As customers continue to have mixed environments with endpoints from 
multiple vendors, an independent MCU which allows each endpoint to perform at its best rather 
than being forced to the lowest common denominator will be a key part of the solution. 
Will MacDonald, GM Codian Americas, william@codian.com
 

   
Бюллетень WRB теперь доступен на русском языке! 

Désormais disponible en Français 
Ahora disponible en Español 

Agora disponível em Português 
See www.wainhouse.com/bulletin to subscribe …  
Chinese, Russian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese 
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